We have modified a spectrometer for the measurement of fluorescence-detected magnetic (and natural) circular dichroism (FDMCD). The instrument can be operated either in a direct mode in which the average and polarization-induced differential fluorescent intensities are recorded separately or in a mode which records their ratio. We have measured the FDMCD of tryptophan, which is itself fluorescent. With the aid of an added fluorescent molecule we also measured the FDMCD of Fe(III) cytochrome c, which is nonfluorescent. In both cases, the FDMCD agreed with the conventional transmission-detected magnetic circular dichroism within experimental uncertainty. The FDMCD of both fluorescent and nonfluorescent molecules is potentially a useful technique for investigating optically dense materials and biological molecules in their native environments and systems in which there is inter-or intramolecular energy transfer.
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Magnetic circular dichroism, MCD, is a powerful spectroscopic technique which is finding increasing use in biochemistry. In MCD we measure the difference in absorbance of left and right circularly polarized light induced by an external magnetic field. In the past MCD has always been measured by observing the difference in intensity of the right and left circularly polarized components of a light beam which has passed through the sample. This is transmitted detected MCD. We have constructed an apparatus which measures MCD by monitoring the fluorescence produced by light absorbed by the sample. This technique is called fluorescence-detected magnetic circular dichroism or FDMCD. Theory predicts and our experiments confirm that FDMCD can be used to measure the MCD of both fluorescent and nonfluorescent molecules. The ability to measure the MCD of nonfluorescent molecules enhances the utility of the technique significantly.
Recently Turner et Fig.  1 . A spectrometer, which will be described in detail elsewhere (J. C. Sutherland, G. D. Cimino, and J. T. Lowe, Rev. Sci. Instrum., in press) was modified to include a photomultiplier (EMI, 9635) which detects light emitted at 90°from the direction of excitation from a sample located between the poles of an electromagnet. This photomultiplier is labeled pm-5 in Fig. 1 plifier. In the direct recording or "open loop" mode of operation the signal proportional to the average fluorescence intensity, F, is taken directly from the output of the preamplifier while the signal proportional to the (peak-to-peak) modulated component, AF, is obtained by multiplying the output of the lock-in amplifier by an experimentally determined calibration factor. In the ratio or "closed loop" mode of operation a servo loop programs the dynode voltage of the photomultiplier so that the dc anode current is constant. In this mode the instrument is calibrated so that the output of the lock-in amplifier, S, is equal to -AF/(F In 10). Circular dichroism is measured by switching to pm-i with the electronics in ratio mode. Except for pm-5 and a two pen chart recorder (Soltec Corp., N. Hollywood, Calif., model B182) which permits simultaneous recording of F and AF, all of the components are those listed in the complete description of the instrument.
The direct or "open loop" mode of operation in which F and AF are measured separately has the advantage that measurements can be extended to wavelengths outside of the band which excites fluorescence. This is useful in determining the proper baseline for AF. To determine that portion of AF induced by the external magnetic field, the spectrum is measured first with the field on and then with it off, the field-induced component being equal to the difference. This procedure is correct only if the sensitivity of the photomultiplier is the same when the magnet is on and off. Even though shielded, the sensitivity of pm-5 changes somewhat when the field is turned on. We eliminated this difficulty by adjusting the dynode voltage applied to pm-5 so that the value of F at all wavelengths was the same when the magnet was on as when it was off.
The ratio or "closed loop" mode of operation restricts measurements to those wavelengths which excite fluorescence, since the ratio circuit cannot function when F equals zero. However, in this mode, the instrument automatically compensates for changes in photomultiplier sensitivity caused by the magnet and for changes in the intensity of the exciting beam as a function of time. The latter feature is useful if F and AF cannot be recorded simultaneously. This is also the only mode of operation achievable with a commercial spectrometer without extensive electronic modification [see Turner et Note that A and AA represent the net absorbance and circular dichroism of the sample (i.e., the sum of the absorbances and CD of all species) while Af and AAV are the absorbance and net CD of the fluorophore only. Turner et al. (4) have recently given equations equivalent to 3a and 3b.
By combining equations 3a and 3b it is easy to solve for AAJas a function of AF, F, AA, A, and A!, each of which can be determined experimentally. However, AAf is independent of k, Io, and 0.
Eq. 3a gives the net differential fluorescence which is due to the sum of the natural and magnetic components. Both AA and AAf can be written as the sum of natural and magnetic components (e.g., AA = AAn + HAAm. For a discussion of the separation of natural and magnetic circular dichroism and the system of units used in the present experiments see Sutherland et al. (5) . Since 3a is linear in AA and AAf, AF can also be written as AF = AFn + HAFm [4] In FDMCD, AFm, the field-induced differential fluorescence, normalized by the strength of the magnetic field, is the parameter of interest. Eq. 4 of the fluorophore is modulated by the differential absorption of other molecules in the sample. Note that a positive value of AA yields a negative value of AF. Thus Case II can be described as "excitation modulation," since modulation of the fluorescence is due to the modulation of the exciting light reaching the fluorophore and not to differential absorption by the fluorophore. This is the phenomenon which permits the use of fluorescence to detect the circular dichroism of nonfluorescent molecules. The fluorescent and modulating molecules are assumed to be randomly distributed throughout the sample and not to interact directly.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Tryptophan
The fluorescent amino-acid tryptophan has a strong MCD [Barth et al. (7)]. Using the direct or "open loop" method, we measured the fluorescence, F, and differential fluorescence of a solution containing 90 ,uM tryptophan. These spectra and the transmission-detected MCD and absorption spectrum of this sample are shown in Fig. 2 . The field-induced differential fluorescence, HAFm, is the difference between the signal measured with the field on and off. Measurements of AF were extended to wavelengths which excited little or no fluorescence. This procedure, which is possible in the direct but not in the ratio mode of operation, is useful in determining the proper baseline.
Since tryptophan was the only absorbing species at the wavelengths of excitation, Case I applies. The FDMCD calculated from the experimental values of F and AF by means of Eqs. 5a and b is plotted as the closed circles in Fig. 2 . The figure shows good agreement between the FDMCD and the transmission-detected MCD. Cytochrome c Heme proteins such as hemoglobin, myoglobin, cytochromes, and peroxidases have large and distinctive MCD spectra [see e.g., Djerassi et al. (2) ] which can be used as a means of detection and quantification. Fluorescence is often superior to absorption experiments in studying biological materials in situ. Unfortunately, the heme group is nonfluorescent. However, Case II discussed in the Theory section suggests a procedure for measuring the FDMCD of hemeproteins and other nonfluorescent molecules. A highly fluorescent molecule with little or no CD (natural or magnetic) of its own is mixed with the nonfluorescent molecule whose CD is to be studied. The emission intensity of the fluorophore is "excitation modulated" by the CD of the nonfluorescent molecule.
Results of a typical experiment are shown in Fig. 3 . Oxidized cytochrome c was mixed with the fluorescent dye fluorescein. The net CD of the dye was negligible compared to that of the cytochrome c and the absorption spectrum of the mixture was the sum of the individual components indicating no interaction between the cytochrome c and the dye. In addition to the absorption spectrum of the mixture, Fig. 3 contains the transmission-detected MCD, the "S" spectrum (i.e., the differential fluorescence measured in ratio mode) and the values of FDMCD calculated by means of Eq. 8 
